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Tomasz Wysocki comments in his review of Amszel Kafka: Passini finds an interesting way of telling ... They tug at this body as if it was an old doll, found in the backyard after many years. It is an ...
Pawe? Passini
According to Canetti, Kokoschka, when he was teaching at Dresden, had had a life-size doll fabricated to look like Alma Mahler; he carried the doll with him everywhere—even to cafe’s, where it was ...
Becoming Elias Canetti
The Cain Saga - The Sound of a Boy Hatching Graphic novel 2 The Cain Saga - Kafka Graphic novel 3 Ceres ... Celestial Legend - Miori Graphic novel 8 DOLL [by Mitsukazu Mihara] Graphic novel ...
woozle's Manga
Verne was never as grim as Orwell or Kafka, but a darker, more cynical tone is evident in many of his later novels, especially after Hetzel's death in 1886. In 1889, Verne brought back his trigger ...
Prescient and Accounted For
by Shane Prigmore, Simon & Schuster, $14.99 (176p) ISBN 978-1-4169-7951-7 Michael K. (nudge nudge, young Kafka fans) is hoping for a smooth transition as he starts fifth grade at a new school in ...
Books by Jon Scieszka and Complete Book Reviews
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Prosecutors in the northern Mexico border state of Sonora said Monday tests have confirmed that a badly decayed corpse is that of an Indigenous rights leader who disappeared almost ...
Mexican police identify corpse of Indigenous activist
They say success is the culmination of steady and consistent efforts; in any industry, in order to survive and become successful, you should be able to stand out among your competitors. Being a ...
Meet the dream team leading West Coast trial lawyers
Derik Schaner, Master of Science; Noribelle Starck Bachelor of Science in social work; Ashley Vander Wal, Juris Doctor, cum laude. New Salem -- Jacie Doll, Bachelor of Science in social work.
University of North Dakota graduates
Let us now have a moment of silence for Don Carter's, the little bowling alley that could, and did, for 30 years. The Kendall branch opened in 1976, when most of the overcrowded suburb was but a ...
Don Carter Kendall Lanes
Dear NCPR listeners, friends, librarians, book collectors, book borrowers, booksellers, book stackers, book lovers and, of course, readers: Thanks to many of you, we have grist for your summer ...
2005 Summer Reading List
When the assassins Goldberg (Roland Koch) and McCann (Oliver Stokowski) arrive to arrest the shiftless lodger and interrogate him in a threateningly Kafkaesque ... a rag doll puppet with a ...
Salzburg summer festival: success for its new director
With her dolls, kittens, and puppies, Tussy turned the sage’s study into her playroom. Occasionally, Marx would take a break from his “fat book” (as the family friend and patron, Friedrich Engels, ...
Think in Public: A Public Books Reader
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Spacewalking astronauts equipped the International Space Station with the first in a series of powerful new solar panels Sunday, overcoming suit problems and other ...
Take 2: Spacewalking astronauts install new solar panel
English 111. Freshman English. In one segment of the semester, we examined Fredric Brown's "Arena" and compared it to the 1960's Star Trek version of the story. Not only were visual similarities and ...
North American College Courses in Science Fiction, Utopian Literature, and Fantasy
Liberal arts education takes knowledge to be intrinsically valuable and liberating. It produces understanding that illumines and ennobles. The humanities disciplines are traditionally a subset of the ...
Integrations in the Humanities
253. Pittsburgh Pirates, Luke Brown, OF, Louisville. Load Error 254. Texas Rangers, Liam Hicks, C, Arkansas St. 255. Detroit Tigers, Garrett Burhenn, RHP, Ohio St ...
2021 Baseball Draft Selections
Lauren Wissot’s report from Little Rock last year was titled “Kicking Ass in Clintonland,” and certainly when it comes to varied programming and festival fun, this year was no different. I may have ...
Clinton Dolls, Guns, and Crawfish: The Little Rock Film Festival
Don’t be discouraged by the not-always-intuitive interface and many instances of commercial breaks even in the paid tiers—Hulu boasts some of the best programming of any streaming service.
The 100 Best TV Shows on Hulu Right Now (July 2021)
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